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Put the lightbox up Step 1: 
Press the self-elastic latch button, let the central axis out and unlock 
the text display box.

Put the lightbox up Step 2: 
Open the text clockwise and move both sides‘ spring latch stuck on the 
supporting metal parts.

Letter plate changing Step 1: 
Unscrew the wing nut, remove the spring washer, nylon gasket, metal 
supporting sheet. To open the spring buckle by pressing the side button of it.

Letter plate changing Step 2: 
Open the light box side plate, take the letter plate out and put a new one in.
When the replacement is finished, put all the assemblying part in position.

Light box close down Step 1: 
Move the spring latches back to their original positions. Hold the lightbox by hand and low it down carefully.

Light box close down Step 2:
Close the lightbox anti-clockwise until it is placed horizontally. Push 
the self-elastic latch handle for locking.

Bracket mounting:
Slide mounting bolts from the middle of the aluminum chute to the two sides.
Place the two brackets on the bolts. Assemble the flat washer, spring washer 
and screw on the nut. Paste the EVA pads to the bracket feet's bottom.
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Flash patterns  
     Instructions:
1.  NEXT and BACK button:for each pressing it will cycle the corresponding flashing patterns on the list.
2.  The 6 shortcut buttons are BY DAY, BY NIGHT, LEFT ARROW, CENTER ARROW, RIGHT ARROW and 
     CRUISE, which are not controlled by NEXT and BACK.

# pattern
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Remote button arrangement and function:
NOTE: Allow a 1 second delay when pressing buttons to change the flash patterns.

“BAR ON/OFF” is the key to turn on/turn off the lightbar.
“NEXT” is the key to switch the next flashing pattern from the 1st one to the next one.
“BACK” is the key to switch the previous flashing pattern.
“BY DAY” is the hot-key to get “BY DAY” brightness for all flashing patterns.
“BY NIGHT” is the hot-key to get “BY NIGHT” brightness for all flashing patterns.
“CRUISE” is the hot-key to get the whole lightbar’s Cruise flashing pattern and the Two Ends’(steady burn).
 “LEFT ARROW” is for Left Arrow traffic advisor pattern.
 “CENTER ARROW” is for Center Arrow traffic advisor pattern.
 “LEFT ARROW” is for Right Arrow traffic advisor pattern.
 “FRONT OFF” is key to turn off the lightbar’s front side flashing.
 “REAR OFF” is key to turn off the lightbar’s rear side flashing.
“BOX ON/OFF” is the key to turn on/turn off the lightbox with text plate.
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Controll Device 
(optional)

BLACK(GROUND)

YELLOW (SIGNAL)
BLUE(ADJUST BRIGHTNESS)  

White（VCC）Light Box  

RED (VCC)

(+) (-)

GROUND


